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Abomination (from Latin abominare, "to deprecate as an ill
omen") is an English term used to translate the Biblical
Hebrew terms shiqquts ????? and sheqets ???, which are derived
from shâqats, or the terms ?????????, t????? or to'e'va (noun)
or ta'ev (verb).?Analysis of the term · ?Shiqquts · ?T?????.
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Abomination definition: If you say that something is an
abomination, you think that it is completely | Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.
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1: something regarded with disgust or hatred: something
abominable considered war an abomination. 2: extreme disgust
and hatred: loathing a crime regarded with abomination.

Abomination - Hearthstone Cards
Seven Abominations Unto the Lord. According to Proverbs ,
there are seven abominations unto the Lord: a proud look a
lying tongue hands that shed.
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The words abomination and abominations appear in the New King
James Version of the Bible times. When we examine the Greek
and Hebrew words.
What is Abomination? Bible Definition and Meaning
The origins of the abomination goes something like this: a
giant plague infested sewer rat rapes an AIDS carrying
orangutan, in the ass, while in the restroom of.
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The regulations are an abomination Abominations should be
rejected. When he loses control of Justice, Abominations says
it's like being "trapped in your own body, seeing out your
eyes, while someone else moves you like a puppet.
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frees the Abomination and the other captives, but, on
Abominations they are all evil, uses his mystic hammer
Abominations to time travel several hours into the past to
undo his mistake.
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